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Land Sea and Air Events

Solent Rib Charter offers the ultimate Land Sea and Air Event. A seamless  
day of nonstop competitive action involving helicopters, Ribs and off-roading.



About the day
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Location
All the action takes place in the New Forest 
National Park, and on the stunning Western 
waters of the Solent. We meet at the excellent 
‘Haven Bistro’ in Lymington Yacht Haven.

Spectacular
Using our own Ribs, we speed across the Solent 
in tight formation going from port to port engaged 
in fiendish challenges as part of a Rib Treasure 
Hunt, before stopping for an excellent lunch.

Hi tech 
We use the latest tablet based Treasure Hunt 
licensed from Wildgoose which features a live 
scoreboard, video challenges, questions that  
can be customised, live maps and even the  
location of the other teams!

Teambuilding
The Treasure Hunts are both stretching and 
entertaining whilst always being good fun; every 
team member will be able to take the lead in tasks 
ranging from the logical to the outrageously creative.

Private 4 x 4 course
After lunch, enjoy private use of a demanding 
purpose built 4 x 4 course with a fleet of real 
off road machines – the Landrover Defender. 
Each participant will receive full instruction 
and have ample opportunity to drive.

Low level flight
Step from the Landrovers into a twin engine 
Squirrel for the ultimate tour of that most 
famous of landmarks, the Needles, before flying 
back for the Pimms prize giving reception. The 
flight is particularly spectacular as the usual 
height restrictions do not apply over the sea.

Offroad Segways
To keep you on your toes between events, 
try your hand on our ‘sense defying’ off road 
Segways with a mini cross country course, 
carefully scored for driver precision.



The Land Sea Air Event is a fantastic 
way of rewarding staff and entertaining 
customers at the highest level.
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Haven Bistro
The day will be non stop action punctuated 
only by excellent food from The Haven Bistro 
in Lymington Yacht Haven Marina. The day will 
finish with a Pimms prize giving reception in 
the Bistro, giving you another opportunity to 
enjoy the panoramic views of the Solent.

Hospitality
The Land Sea Air Event is a fantastic way of 
rewarding staff and entertaining customers at 
the highest level. Should you be concerned that 
this might stretch your budget too far, it is also 
possible to concentrate on land and sea alone.

Flexible timings
The Land Sea Air Event is designed as full day 
but can be made to fit a half day if required. 
Usually participants groups join us at 10.00 and 
expect to have finished their Pimms by 5.30.



Case Study: Suzuki

Registered office: Unit 6 Dell Buildings, Milford Road, Lymington, Hampshire SO41 0ED
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Customer incentive
Suzuki UK wanted an event exciting enough to act 
as a major incentive for key dealers and corporate 
customers from their UK motor vehicle division. 
Altogether 19 guests took part in a full day of activities.

The Event
Everything went exactly to plan and all 
participants had tremendous fun. The competition 
element generated a fantastic dynamic 
making the activities even more exciting.

“ Thank you to the whole team for a superb day. 
The participants were buzzing and it has had 
exactly the effect that we’d hoped for. Thanks 
also for making it so stress free to put together. 

Great job guys, well done!” 
Suzuki UK

What did Suzuki think?


